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What conversation do you regularly avoid at work?

Michelle Peel

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Does anyone want to share a conversation they regularly avoid at work or one you have avoided recently?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we are going to discuss difficult conversations in the workplace.



Goal: To provide you with advice and tools 
to better handle difficult conversations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is the definition of conversation?Conversation:A face-to-face exchange of information and views between two peopleWhat makes a conversation difficult? Subject matter. Difficult Conversation:A conversation whose primary subject matter is potentially contentious and/or sensitive and may elicit strong, complex emotions that can be hard to predict or controlGoal: To provide you with advice and tools to better handle difficult conversations



Rules violations

Feedback, especially on poor performance

Common Difficult
Conversations

Asking for a promotion

Asking for a raise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are some common difficult conversations in your center? Let them provide some feedback. Asking for a raiseFeedback, especially for poor performance.  Feedback for great performance.  Praise for great performance is hard for a lot of people.Rules violationsRegularly being lateBeing micromanagedAdmitting you screwed upAsking for a promotion



We will come back to this conversation later.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now in your handout, there is a worksheet to complete.  Write down your answers to each question.What was a difficult conversation you were involved in recently?  Think about one that was particularly hard.What was that conversation about?  Who initiated the conversation? Was it you, a co-worker, maybe your supervisor?What about that subject made it difficult? Was it about their performance/your performance? Did you ask for a raise or promotion?What went well?  Were you able to state your side clearly and concisely? Was the other person more receptive that you expected?  Did the other person make you feel valued even though you messed up?What did not go well?  Why?Was the result what you wanted?  Why or why not? Did the other person offer a better solution? Did you two compromise on the outcome?We will come back to this conversation later. 



Delaying a difficult conversation can make the 
conversation harder and the desired outcome 
harder to obtain.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Delaying a difficult conversation can make the conversation harder and the desired outcome harder to obtain.  In this cartoon, the supervisor is having to consider firing Mary because her performance is not improving.  Her co-worker asks her if she has spoken with Mary about her performance.  The supervisor says she has not because she does not want to upset Mary.  Mary is definitely going to be upset about getting fired.  Also, I think Mary may be blind-sided because she has not been told her performance is a problem.  And even if she is not fired but finally told about her performance problems, her habits leading to problems will be harder to break now than they were nine months ago. Humans share a longing to be heard, known and respected.  Being known is at the top of the list.  Letting someone know they are important can go a long way towards making difficult conversations easier. When two people connect, they feel known.  This is important because when people feel connected, they will be more open. Even when things are rough, when employees feel connected, there is less stress and more understanding. Think about the attention you bring to your conversations.  While someone is talking, what are your thoughts? Is your mind wandering?  Are you considering where to have supper tonight?  Are you looking at them or something else?  Are you texting or surfing FaceBook?  Make sure, in any conversation, you are giving it your full attention. Consider that others do not always understand how their behaviors affect others.  Someone who is late consistently may not understand how that five minutes keeps the co-worker from the previous shift from picking her children up on time.  Once someone is told of the implications of their behavior, they may realize how their behavior is impacting others, appreciate the intervention, and be more considerate of their behavior.Be consistent and always keep things confidential.  Consistency in handling situations and keeping information confidential builds trust. Building trust provides good leadership and can also help make difficult conversations easier.



We need to be clear, check for 
meaning, and examine how our 
experiences may be causing us 
to misinterpret what is said to 

us. 

What we each view to be true 
reflects our beliefs and 

experiences. 

Pause, explain that, collect your 
thoughts, and start over. 

What we 
hear

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, one of the most common outcomes of communication is misunderstanding.Susan Scott in Fierce Conversations says: “All conversations are with myself and sometimes include other people.”  When I first read that I wondered if she talked to herself a lot.  Then I realized most of my conversations are in my head.  However, she goes on to explain that this is because we automatically put our own spin on the words of others.  He said this, you heard that.  The recipient of your message gives your words an intent that never crossed your mind.  We interpret conversations through “our story”. We “hear” what others say based on our perception. Factors that influence perception include our values, needs, social roles, and environment – our story.  We need to be clear, check for meaning, and examine how our experiences may be causing us to misinterpret what is said to us.  In turn, they “hear” what we say based on their perception – their story.  What each of us views to be true reflects our beliefs, experiences, values, etc.  Since perception is a cognitive process that helps us understand our world, how we interpret conversations may not be the same as how someone else does. So, when you are in a conversation and realize what you are saying is not what you mean or not being taken as you mean, pause, and say “That’s not quite what I am trying to say, give me a minute.”  Then collect your thoughts and continue. Ultimately, though, it is those you are speaking to that are responsible for making sure they get the proper meaning of what you are saying. 



—SUSAN SCOTT, Fierce Conversations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“While no single conversation is guaranteed to change the trajectory of a career, a company, a relationship, or a life, any single conversation can.”Think about that for a minute.  While there is no guarantee that the conversation will be successful or change anything, it can!  But only if you have it.  Think about how any change may affect you or the other person or your center’s culture. I have had many difficult conversations that lead me to where I am today.  Two recent ones completely changed the trajectory of my career and ultimately, my life.  I am here today talking to you because of one.  I am in this career with the Board because of another conversation. One was initiated by me and the other was not.  I am very glad they both happened. Does anyone want to share a difficult conversation that changed your life or career, your relationship with another person?



PREPARING FOR THE CONVERSATION

1 2 3 4 5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Preparing for the conversationFirst, name the issue for discussion.  Be concise, get to the heart of the problem, issue, or complaint.  Don’t sugarcoat the problem.  It dulls your message and does not allow for growth if you do not state the problem accurately and directly.  Be sure you are confronting behaviors, not characteristics. Characteristics refers to the kind of a person you are from the inside while behavior is defined as one’s actions.  You want to address actions for two reasons.  Actions can be changed.  Also, if someone feels you want them to change a characteristic, they may feel attacked, and the conversation will go no where. Second, define your desired outcome; Telling them they need to improve their performance does not give them a defined goal.  But, telling them you missed these three performance goals and providing them steps to correct make corrections, will give them measurable goals and, ultimately, results.  When you define your outcome, define the steps to get there.  Also, consider acceptable alternatives to your ideal outcome.    Third, prepare an outline.  Bullet point relevant information.  Make sure you stick to verifiable facts.  He said/she said conversations without supporting facts usually do not solve problems. Think through the conversation.  What might the other person say?  Prepare some responses to potential questions or reactions. Fourth, once you have prepared your outline, think about who needs to be at the meeting.  Likely, it will just be you and the other person. (Why would you involve others?)  It can be good to have a witness to the conversation, especially when dealing with policy violations, behavioral issues, or anything that requires disciplinary action/remediation. Does a supervisor need to be involved?  HR? General Counsel?  If you are addressing certain situations, one or all of those may need to be present.  Another thing to consider is there another person that deals with this person better or this person responds to better. Having them present, may help ease tensions. The other person may not want to share certain information in front of a third party.  If that third party that does not need to be there, that is an important consideration.  Fifth, schedule the meeting. Plan a time when everyone is fresh.  Don’t approach a difficult conversation at the end of a shift or when you are rushed.  Allow for enough time to effectively work through the problem.  Consider the impact to others while you are in the meeting.  Don’t leave the call-takers short handed during rush hour.  You know your center, think about the best times for meetings. When you schedule the meeting, don’t keep the topic a secret.  Let those involved know the purpose of the meeting. 



During the 
Meeting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are we going to do during the meeting? 
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1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, to turn the ringer off on your desk and cell phone. Close or lock your computer.  You are going to give our full attention to the meeting.  By giving the other person your undivided attention, you are saying to them that you know this is important and they are important.  It allows them to be heard and known.   Remember, that is what every human is longing for.  That can put them at ease and help the conversation go better. 



2
Keep emotions in check

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, Keep your emotions in check.  Leave them out of the conversation. Managing emotions can transform conflicts into productive dialogues. Strong emotions make it hard for us to think.Our emotional response happens faster than our rational processing which results in rushed and often counterproductive reactions rather than clear thinking. “…we behave emotionally first, rationally second.  No matter how logical we claim to be, our emotions are the more powerful factor in how we respond and interact with others.” Fierce Conversations.  So, we need to work to keep emotion out of the conversation.



Lay out the issue as you 
prepared ahead of time

3

GIVE THE BULLETED 
INFORMATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Third, lay out the issue as you prepared ahead of time.  Explain the impact of the problem and who it is affecting whether it is you, the other person, or the center as a whole.  Discuss the implications if nothing changes.  Provide the bulleted facts. Be clear and concise.  Say on topic. Do not allow interruptions while explaining the issue.  This is important is the person is defiant or overbearing or a bully.  If you have laid it all out and the other person is not accepting the information or is overly emotional, it might be best to consider rescheduling the meeting for another time.  If you find yourself getting over emotional, the same may be true. 



Do not jump in with responses
Allow them to talk, just listen. 

Keep the conversation slow
Use silence. 

Consider repeating back what your heard
Remember, we hear based on our experiences.

4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Invite them to share their view of the problem then shut up and listen.  Do not jump in with responses. Again, listen.  Allow them to talk.  Take notes.Keep the conversation slow and on topic to discover their view and what they need.  When they stop talking, ask if that is everything they need to say.If they are not willing to talk, use silence.  It is hard but by allowing a few minutes to pass in silence, the other person may open up.  People do not like silence and want to fill it. Consider repeating back what you heard.  Remember, we hear based on our experiences.  You may not be hearing what they are saying.  Also, by really listening instead of listening to respond, you may find they did not hear what you said.  



It will probably be after they 
suggest an outcome

Let them know your desired outcome. 
Discuss the implications if nothing changes.

5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Decide when you need to begin discussing solutions.  This will likely be after they suggest an outcome.   If they do not suggest an outcome, remind them of the implications if nothing changes.  Let them know your desired outcome and ask for a response.  Do they have an outcome that would be feasible?  Consider the implications of that outcome. Consider other alternatives until your reach a consensus.  Also, discuss how the outcome might be changed by outside factors.  When there is a performance issue, the desired outcome is immediate correction of the deficiency.  However, what if a personal or schedule conflict delays change.  Medical issues can contribute to performance problems but may not be immediately remediated by treatment.  Or, the person needs a refresher course/sit-in but your training officer out on leave or vacation.  Is there a solution that allows this person to continue working while working through the issues causing the deficiency?  Is the problem severe enough you need to consider admin work for a little while and then reassess?You are looking for the ideal outcome when starting a difficult conversation.  However, you need to be open.  A good outcome is better than no resolution. 



Decide on the best course of action to 
begin resolving the problem. Set firm 

follow-up dates to provide 
accountability.

6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you have decided on a reasonable outcome, define a timeline.  Discuss the best course of action with firm follow-up dates.  By having a course of action and follow-up dates, you have accountability.  Without accountability, you may be in the exact same spot with the same difficult conversation six months from now. Some conversations may not need much follow-up.  If you are asking for a raise and you get it, there isn’t much to do afterwards, especially two weeks or two months later.  However, maybe your supervisor/director wants you to obtain another certification first.  Discuss a reasonable timeline and schedule a follow-up meetings.  
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THE CONVERSATION

1 2 3 4 6
Define a 
course of 
action, set 
follow-up 

dates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Give the meeting your full attentionKeep your emotions in checkLay out the issue as you prepared ahead of timeShut up and listenDiscuss solutions, consider alternativesDefine a course of action, set follow-up datesAs an alternative way to approach the meeting, you could switch steps 3 and 4.  Ask what the other person wants to talk about.  You may find that you both had the same conversation in mind.  Or, you could be blindsided by a completely different issue with no time to prepare.  You could also find that the topic on their mind, while not what you planned to talk about wraps into the issue you wanted to discuss.  If you approach a meeting like this, you may need to consider setting up a second meeting where both of you can come back prepared for the new topic.  Also, you still need to address the reason you called the meetingA lot of the information I have given you assumes one of you is in a higher position than the other.  Mostly, I have assumed you are a supervisor, officer, manager, etc.  How does this change if the person you need to have a difficult conversation with is another telecommunicator, a co-worker on the same level with you?  The dynamic changes a bit.  But the preparation for the meeting would be similar.  You may need to make arrangements to have a private place to talk.  You might consider meeting off site, neutral ground, off-shift, something more casual.  Or, you just may need a private five-minute chat in the parking lot before or after shift.  But just like the supervisor in the cartoon, delaying conversations often make things worse. When you talk to the other person about meeting, let them know why you want to meet.  You may also need to consider if a supervisor needs to be notified or involved.  How does the preparation and conversation change if you need to have a difficult conversation with your supervisor or director?  For many, some these conversations are hard because you may feel disrespectful or out of line.  It can also be hard to advocate for yourself.  If you are needing to address their behavior, part of the preparation should be examining your own behavior to verify you aren’t contributing to it.  Then, think about win-win outcomes.  The conversation can be respectful.  All the steps and suggestions I have laid out are pertinent.  Remember, you are addressing behaviors/actions, not their character.   If you need to advocate for yourself, know your strengths and weaknesses and be prepared to discuss them.  Think about what you bring to your agency.  Making that list can help the discussion seem a little less daunting.
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Debrief

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After the meeting, do a debrief.  If there were other parties in the meeting, do one debrief with them and another debrief alone.  Having the input of the others is valuable.  However, it is often easier to be honest with yourself about how the meeting went when assessing it alone.  Consider what went well?  Did you keep your emotions in check?  What you could have done better?  Did you really listen or just listen to respond?  Is there anything you could have done to get closer to your ideal outcome?  What follow-up needs to be done and is it on the calendar/to-do list?



Does anyone want to share their conversation?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the worksheet you filled out earlier.  Consider that conversation. Is there anything you would do differently before the meeting?Would the meeting have been more productive at a different time? What would you change?  Could your delivery have been better?  Is there anything else you would change based on what you learned here today?Does anyone want to share their conversation and what you would do differently?



“

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we avoid difficult conversations, we trade short-term discomfort for long-term dysfunction.  - Peter BrombergIt is like the cartoon I showed at the beginning – not having a difficult conversation guarantees no change is going to happen.  And while having the conversation is uncomfortable and does not guarantee success, not having it guarantees continued dysfunction.



Alabama 9-1-1 Board
michelle@al911board.com

(334) 440-7911

Questions?
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